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Towards a Reactive Power Oscillation Damping Controller for Wind Power Plant Based on Full Converter Wind Turbines

Thyge Knüppel, Sathees Kumar, Patrik Thuring, Michael Støttrup, Johan Friman

Abstract—In this paper a power oscillation damping controller (POD) based on modulation of reactive power ($\Delta Q$ POD) is analyzed where the modular and distributed characteristics of the wind power plant (WPP) are considered. For a $\Delta Q$ POD it is essential that the phase of the modulated output is tightly controlled to achieve a positive damping contribution. It is investigated how a park level voltage, reactive power, and power factor control at different grid strengths interact with the $\Delta Q$ POD in terms of a resulting phase shift. A WPP is modular and distributed and a WPP $\Delta Q$ POD necessitate that each WT contributes to a collective response. This ability is shown with a 150 wind turbine (WT) WPP with all WTs represented, and it is demonstrated that the WPP contributes to the inter-area damping. The work is based on a nonlinear, dynamic model of the 3.6 MW Siemens Wind Power WT.

Index Terms—wind turbines, wind power plant, wind power plant controller, power oscillation damping controller (POD), power systems, small-signal stability

I. INTRODUCTION

With increased penetration of wind turbines (WT) and wind power plants (WPP) it is important to understand how these units interact with and affect phenomena associated with power system stability. Regarding power system oscillations, several studies have investigated the impact of wind power on power system oscillations [1]–[4].

The controllable active and reactive power output of a WPP based on converter interfaced WTs means that by proper control, the WPP output can be modulated to increase the system damping to power oscillations. It has been suggested in a number of recent publications to equip WTs with a power oscillation damping controller (POD) for either active power modulation (ΔP POD) [5]–[9], reactive power modulation (ΔQ POD) [8], [10], [11], or a combination of both [12]. The impact of reduced inertia is studied in [13] and it is found that a control proportional to frequency deviation had a positive damping contribution. In [8], the torsional drive train mode is analyzed for a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) for both ΔP and ΔQ POD and it is found that the ΔP POD can destabilize this mode, while this mode seemed immune to the ΔQ POD. The presence of WT mechanical resonance frequencies within the typical range for power system oscillations may limit the frequency range in which a particular WT can participate with ΔP modulation, since the feasibility of a ΔP POD requires that it can be operated without exciting oscillations at mechanical resonance frequencies.

In [14] the modular and distributed characteristics of a WPP were included and the results indicate that a central WPP POD is possible for both active and reactive power modulation.

It is well-known that power oscillation damping may be increased from proper reactive power modulation of FACTS devices [15] and this ability is in practice utilized by transmission system operators [16]. It is, however, also recognized that FACTS devices are generally less robust against changes in the operating condition than synchronous machine power system stabilizers (PSS) [15]. Therefore, optimal siting for FACTS units and optimal choice of control signals are tasks that have been widely treated in the literature as e.g. [17]–[20]. Robust control and optimization methods have also been proposed to enhance the robustness towards changing operating conditions, control interactions, time delay uncertainties, e.g. [21]–[23].

A comprehensive review of robust control applications for power system studies is presented in [24]. In [25], [26] a combination of a discontinuous bang-bang control and a low gain continuous controller are proposed to avoid interactions with other stabilizing controllers. For a WPP ΔQ POD many of the considerations for FACTS devices would also apply, although the siting may already be decided by other factors such as wind resources and access to the transmission grid.

Although it has previously been shown that a WPP equipped with a ΔQ POD can contribute positively to the damping of power system oscillations, many aspects of a ΔQ POD still remain to be understood. The published studies have dealt with very simplified WPP models using an aggregate WT model, which do not consider that the WTs within a feeder do not necessarily have the same reactive capacity available for reactive power modulation. Large WPPs are routinely equipped with park level voltage, reactive power, or power factor controllers that coordinate the response of the WTs to regulate at a specific bus, and the interaction between these park level controllers and the ΔQ POD remains to be analyzed.

First in section II, factors influencing the resulting phase shift of a ΔQ POD in a WPP are investigated. Secondly in section III, a WPP including a ΔQ POD is simulated where all the WTs are represented individually to assess the capability of the WTs to execute the commanded reactive power modulation. Finally, the discussion and the conclusion are found in section IV and V, respectively.
II. PHASE CONTROL OF $\Delta Q$ POD

The damping of a selected eigenvalue is improved by modulation of the WPP reactive power output where the modulated output power has a certain phase shift with respect to the input signal that contains the oscillation. To have a positive damping contribution it is, thus, necessary to tightly control the phase of the oscillating reactive power. The ability of the WPP to track this phase depends among other things on 1) the interaction between the $\Delta Q$ POD and WPP level voltage, reactive power, and power factor controls, 2) the speed of WPP and WT responses, and 3) the strength of the grid. To evaluate the need for phase compensation for a typical WPP, the phase shift induced from the WT voltage control and from the WPP voltage, reactive power, and power factor controls are considered in section II-C and II-D, respectively.

A. Wind Power Plant Model

An aggregate WPP model is used for this part of the study, since the scope is the interaction between the grid and the WPP. A single-line diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1 where an equivalent collector grid connects the upscaled WT to the park transformer, and where the external grid is modeled as a voltage source and an impedance with a given short-circuit ratio (SCR).

![Fig. 1. Single-line diagram of the single machine infinite bus system used for the analysis in section II](image)

The WPP is equipped with a park level controller for voltage, reactive power, or power factor control, which at the point of common connection (PCC) measures the voltage, $V_{\text{PCC}}$, the reactive power flow, $Q_{\text{PCC}}$, and the active power flow, $P_{\text{PCC}}$. In Fig. 1 the PCC is placed on the low voltage side of the WPP transformer but could also have been placed elsewhere, as e.g. the high voltage side of the transformer. For this study a continuous time park level controller is used and issues related to the speed of the controller have, thus, not been considered. However, for a digital controller with a certain sample rate, it is important to evaluate the frequencies at which a meaningful control can be designed.

A transmission delay of 50 ms is considered between the WPP controller and the WTs to account for processing time at both WPP and WT level as well as the actual transmission time from the WPP to the WTs.

B. Wind Turbine Model

The WPP is represented by a single upscaled WT model that is operated in voltage control mode. The WT concept for this study is a variable-speed, pitch controlled, full converter interfaced WT. The WT is represented with a reduced order model suitable for transient and dynamic power system studies. The model represents a 3.6 MW Siemens Wind Power WT [27]. The model includes a variable wind speed aerodynamic model, a two-mass model of rotor, gearbox, and generator, machine and grid side converter, DC-link, and a generic reduced order control scheme.

C. Phase Shift by Grid Strength

The voltage control of the WT tracks the desired terminal voltage reference by control of the reactive current output. Intuitively, the strength of the grid at the PCC determines the amount of required reactive current to track the voltage reference, where a higher current is needed for the same change in terminal voltage for the stronger grid. For $\Delta Q$ POD operation, where the WT voltage controller receives an oscillating reference, the inability of the voltage controller to track the reference results in the terminal voltage that is lagging the reference.

To illustrate this, consider the circuit diagram in Fig. 2, which is a simplified representation of the setup in Fig. 1 with the $\Delta Q$ POD being the only WPP control in service. For simplicity only the top level WT voltage control, $C(s)$, is shown.

![Fig. 2. Simplified circuit of the WPP with only the reactive WT control considered](image)

The ability of the voltage controller, $C(s)$, to track the voltage reference, $V_{\text{ref}}$, is analyzed by means of the transfer function between the voltage reference, $V_{\text{ref}}$, and infinite bus voltage, $V_{\infty}$, to the terminal voltage, $V_{\text{WT}}$, which is shown in (1). The transfer function is given by the network equations and the block diagram in Fig. 2. If the $q$ axis of the $dq$ coordinate system is aligned with $V_{\text{WT}}$, the transfer function may be derived as

$$V_{q\text{WT}} = T_1(s)V_{\text{ref}} + T_2(s)V_{q\infty}$$

$$= \frac{C(s)}{X_{\text{WT}} + X_g} + \frac{X_{\text{WT}}}{|x_n|^2} + C(s)\frac{V_{\text{ref}}}{|x_n|^2}$$

$$+ \frac{1}{(X_{\text{WT}} + X_g)\left(C(s) + \frac{X_{\text{WT}}}{|x_n|^2}\right) + 1} V_{q\infty}. \quad (2)$$

Ideally $T_1(s) = 1$ in (1) which would imply perfect tracking of $V_{\text{ref}}$ for all frequencies, and from the derived expression in (2) it is, thus, possible to investigate factors that influence the tracking ability of the WT voltage control. For a common WPP installation $X_g \gg X_{\text{WT}}$ and from (2) it is clear that as the SCR increases, i.e. $X_g$ decreases, the ability to track the reference reduces.

In Fig. 3 the expression in (2) is compared with a detailed model of the system in Fig. 1 for a sweep of network SCRs.
From the comparison it is seen that the simple representation in (2) captures the dominant dynamics of the system, although the results are seen to be more conservative than the detailed model. For frequencies above 1 Hz the phase response for the simple representation starts to deviate from the phase response of the detailed model.

**D. Phase Shift by Park Level Voltage, Reactive Power, and Power Factor Control**

The objective of a WPP voltage, reactive power, and power factor control is to coordinate the response of the individual WTs to achieve a certain condition at a remote bus, i.e. typically at the PCC, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. For a ∆Q POD this adds an additional feedback path from the modulated reactive power output at the WT, through the collector grid, the WPP voltage, reactive power, or power factor control, and an updated voltage reference signal. Evidently, this feedback has the potential of changing the phase of the modulated reactive power output if the bandwidth of the controllers overlap. The speed of the WPP voltage control is determined by the grid code requirements where the UK grid code requires that 90 % of the pre-disturbed value is delivered within 1 second [28]. Such response time is clearly within the range of the low frequency power system oscillations.

As an example, the block diagram of a WPP voltage control is shown in Fig. 4 where also two input candidates for the ∆Q POD reference signal are shown. For the WPP voltage controller, input 1, V_{POD1}, corresponds to a tracking problem whereas input 2, V_{POD2}, corresponds to a disturbance that should be rejected. The general structure in Fig. 4 is also used for the WPP reactive power control and the power factor control where the error calculation, ξ, in each case have been appropriately modified.

The transfer function between the ∆Q POD output and the voltage reference received at the WT, \( V_{POD}\), is in Fig. 5 and 6 evaluated for, respectively, \( V_{POD1} \) and \( V_{POD2} \) as input. Frequency responses are shown for both WPP voltage control, reactive power control, and power factor control, and the responses have been evaluated for a sweep of SCRs. The frequency responses are only shown for a single parameter set for each controller, but it is clear that the tuning of the controllers will impact the resulting frequency responses. In both Fig. 5 and 6 the frequency responses for reactive power and power factor control overlap and it is not possible to distinguish between the curves for these controllers. The frequency response for the voltage control is fundamentally different from that of the reactive power and power factor control. For frequencies below 1 Hz, reactive power control and power factor control show a response that varies for different SCRs, whereas much less variation is noted using voltage control. For higher frequencies, i.e. > 1 Hz, the transmission delay dominates the phase response with an increasing phase lag.

For the tracking control in Fig. 5 is it seen that the phase response for the voltage control has a variation of ±15° around 0°. The reactive and the power factor control has for SCRs ≥ 10 a constant and increasing phase lag for increasing frequencies of oscillation. The large difference in magnitude is due to the different units used internally in the controllers. A similar response is found for all three WPP controllers when the \( V_{POD} \) input is used, cf. Fig. 6. For low frequencies the WPP control is sufficiently fast to cancel much of the ∆Q POD response with a resulting large phase shift and a low gain.

**III. Case Study With Detailed WPP**

Successful operation of the WPP ∆Q POD requires that the WTs within the unit are capable of executing the commanded reactive power modulation and that the WTs respond to give
a collective WPP response. The distributed nature of a WPP means that the control of one WT interacts with the control of the other WTs and it is important to evaluate how this interaction affects the collective WPP response. Additionally, the distributed nature means that the WTs might be in different steady state operating points.

Clearly, an analysis as indicated above requires the use of a detailed WPP model with the WTs represented individually. The study is performed with PSS®/NETOMAC [29].

A. Network Model

This part of the study is based on the benchmark power system developed by Gibbard and Vowles [30] to have a system with a complex oscillatory pattern. The synchronous generators within the 14 power stations are here represented individually and all generators are equipped with standard IEEE STAB1 PSSs that have been tuned for weakly damped oscillations between the five areas. The single-line diagram is given in Fig. 7.

In area 2 a 540 MW WPP is connected at bus 212 through a 100 km transmission line. A short-circuit analysis showed a SCR ≃ 10 at bus 212. The load and the generator dispatch are given by the “heavy load” scenario in [30] with a total demand of 22300 MW and a combined generation of 23030 MW. The production from the WPP is compensated locally in area 2 to maintain the power flow between the areas as described in this scenario.

B. Wind Power Plant Model

The WPP consists of 150 3.6 MW WTs that are represented individually and distributed over 19 feeders, three park transformers, and where the PCC is defined as the high voltage side of the park transformers. The interconnection to the network is shown in Fig. 7 and the single-line diagram of the WPP layout in Fig. 8. A more detailed description of the WPP model with cable and transformer parameters are given in [14].

Each WT is represented by the model described in section II-B and a WPP voltage controller as shown in Fig. 4 is connected to the unit, to which a ΔQ POD is interfaced at input \( V_{POD} \). In Fig. 8, the block “WPP Q controller” includes both WPP voltage control, WPP ΔQ POD, and a transmission and processing delay as discussed in section II-A. The ΔQ POD loop is defined as

\[
G_{POD}(s) = K \frac{sT_{wq}}{sT_{wq} + 1} \frac{1}{sT_{lp} + \frac{1}{\omega}} G_{pc}(s)
\]

where \( K \) is the gain, \( T_{wq} \) is the wash-out filter time constant, \( T_{lp} \) the low-pass filter time constant, and where \( G_{pc}(s) \) is the transfer function for the phase compensation. The ΔQ POD is driven by the PCC frequency, which is here synthesized by the
time derivative of the PCC voltage angle using $\frac{\theta}{0.01477}$, and the output is limited to $\Delta V_{\text{POD}} = 0.05 \text{ pu}$ and the transmitted voltage reference is here limited to $V_{\text{ref}} = 1.08 \text{ pu}$.

C. Simulation Results

A distant 50 ms three-phase short-circuit at bus 307 is used to excite oscillations between the five system areas. A base case is, furthermore, simulated where the $\Delta Q$ POD is disabled. The transfer function for the phase compensation, $G_{pc}(s)$, is designed with classical residue analysis and is designed for a PCC voltage of 0.99 pu, which corresponds to nominal terminal voltage of the WTs, i.e. 1.00 pu.

1) WPP Characteristics: The modal characteristics of the analyzed system in terms of the frequency, $f$, and the damping ratio, $\zeta$, of the dominant oscillations are shown in TABLE I and plotted in Fig. 9. The frequencies and damping ratios in TABLE I have been computed with Prony analysis of the speed response of $G_1$ at the NPS5 power station in area 5. The oscillations described by $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are global with all the areas participating, whereas $\lambda_3$ is contained mainly within area 3 and $\lambda_4$ mainly has participation from area 1 and 2. From TABLE I and Fig. 9 it is seen that the damping ratios for $\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3$ increase with the $\Delta Q$ POD in operation, whereas the damping ratio for $\lambda_3$ is unchanged.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>$f$ [Hz]</th>
<th>$\zeta$ [-]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No POD</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta Q$ POD</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The control action of the $\Delta Q$ POD is shown in Fig. 10 together with the synthesized frequency measurement and the resulting voltage reference, which is finally transmitted to the WTs. From the frequency measurement and from the speed of a dominant generator in each area, shown in Fig. 11, an increased mode damping is noted when the $\Delta Q$ POD is in operation.

When no POD is in operation only minor oscillations are noted in $V_{\text{ref}}$, which stem from the response of the WPP voltage controller to the voltage oscillations induced by the applied disturbance.

The reactive power transfer and the bus voltage at the PCC are shown in Fig. 12 for the applied disturbance. It is interesting to observe that the PCC voltage oscillates in almost counter phase when comparing the case with and without the $\Delta Q$ POD.

2) WT Characteristics: The terminal voltage and the reactive power output are shown for eight WTs in Fig. 13 and 14.
respectively. The WTs are the first and the last WT in three selected feeders, which are characterized by the distance of the first WT to the PCC, $l_1$, and number of connected WTs, $N_{WT}$

1) short distance: $l_1 = 1$ km, $N_{WT} = 9$, WT$_{80-88}$, and
2) medium distance: $l_1 = 15$ km, $N_{WT} = 8$, WT$_{1-8}$,
3) long distance: $l_1 = 20$ km, $N_{WT} = 7$, WT$_{127-133}$.

From the WT terminal voltages shown in Fig. 13, it is seen that the responses of the individual WTs are very similar in both magnitude and phase. In the presented simulation, the interaction between the WTs within the WPP therefore does not hinder the WTs in tracking the received voltage reference.

![Fig. 12. Impact of $\Delta Q$ POD operation during a distant three-phase short-circuit on the PCC voltage and reactive power transfer.](image1)

![Fig. 13. Selected WT terminal voltage magnitude during a distant three-phase short-circuit with and without the $\Delta Q$ POD in operation.](image2)

The reactive power output of the selected WTs is shown in Fig. 14 with and without the $\Delta Q$ POD in operation. The different steady state starting points for the WTs are clearly noted from Fig. 14 where WT$_{80}$ is exporting reactive power, WT$_{8,133}$ are importing reactive power, and WT$_{1,88,127}$ are close to unity power factor. With the $\Delta Q$ POD in operation, an increased reactive power modulation is noted at a lagging phase compared to the pure voltage control response. This is as demanded by the $\Delta Q$ POD.

![Fig. 14. Selected WT reactive power outputs during a distant three-phase short-circuit with and without the $\Delta Q$ POD in operation. Dashed: no $\Delta Q$ POD, solid: $\Delta Q$ POD.](image3)

IV. DISCUSSION

A continuous power oscillation damping controller (POD) induces a damping torque by demanding a scaled and phase shifted response with respect to a measured input signal with good observability of the eigenvalue(s) to be damped. This study has analyzed the potential use of a park level reactive power POD ($\Delta Q$ POD) for wind power plants (WPP) with full converter wind turbines (WT).

On both WT and WPP level it is analyzed how existing control structures respond to an oscillating voltage reference to assess the frequency dependency of the resulting phase shift of the oscillation through a WPP.

Today, WPPs are routinely fitted with park level voltage, reactive power, or power factor controllers that coordinate the responses of the WTs to give a combined WPP response. With current requirements for voltage control, the bandwidth of a typical WPP voltage control is within the frequency range of interest for power system oscillations, which means that the interaction between the controllers needs to be considered. The $\Delta Q$ POD is analyzed where it is considered as either a reference tracking problem or a disturbance rejection problem as presented in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. The analysis showed that the reference tracking input had the most steady characteristic in terms of both magnitude and phase and this input was subsequently used when the $\Delta Q$ POD was analyzed with time domain simulations.

The short-circuit ratio (SCR) at the point of common connection (PCC) is important with respect to both the stiffness of the voltage and the ability of the WT voltage controller to track a given oscillating voltage reference. A low SCR increases the voltage and reactive power oscillations that the WPP can induce when subject to an oscillating voltage reference and therefore increases the feedback gain through the WPP voltage controller to the $\Delta Q$ POD output. For a WPP voltage controller the impact of the SCR is found to be small, whereas a larger impact is found for the analyzed reactive power and power factor controller for frequencies below 1 Hz. A high SCR on the other hand, implies that the terminal voltage of the WT is difficult to change and,
hence, that the WT voltage controller has difficulties tracking the oscillating voltage reference, which results in a phase lag with respect to the reference, cf. Fig. 3. Based on frequency analysis, a WPP $\Delta Q$ POD was designed for a 150 WT WPP with all WTs represented individually. Generally, a $\Delta Q$ POD necessitate that sufficient margin is available for the reactive power modulation if a two sided response is requested. The simulations presented in section III-C were performed under this condition, although it is clear that the WTs in a WPP for various reasons may not always be in an operating point where such condition is satisfied. However, many measures do exist to keep the WT terminal voltage close to nominal, e.g. operation of the park transformer tap-changer, components for static or dynamic reactive power compensation, etc. Therefore, the authors consider it a reasonable assumption to perform the study at nominal WT terminal voltage. It is, however, clear that it is necessary to include the $\Delta Q$ POD in the operational planning and design of the WPP.

The time domain simulations showed that the WTs were capable of tightly following the received voltage reference to produce a collective WPP response as shown in Fig. 13 and 14. In the analyzed cases, the interaction between the WTs was not found to have any adverse impact on the ability of the WTs to respond to the commanded voltage reference. Prony analysis of the speed of a dominant generator showed that a positive damping contribution was achieved when adding the $\Delta Q$ POD to the WPP control. Time traces of generator speeds and results of the Prony analysis are shown in Fig. 12 and TABLE I, respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

A reactive power, power oscillation damping control ($\Delta Q$ POD) requires that tight phase control of the modulated reactive power is possible. For a simple wind power plant (WPP) system, the induced phase shift at both WPP and wind turbine (WT) level was analyzed for frequencies of interest for power system oscillations. It was found that the analyzed elements all contribute to the resulting and not insignificant phase shift through the WPP and that they should be considered when phase compensation filters are designed for a $\Delta Q$ POD.

Next, such control was designed for a 150 WT, 540 MW WPP where all WTs were represented individually and the ability of the designed $\Delta Q$ POD to contribute to the damping of weakly damped dominant eigenvalues was demonstrated. Time domain simulations with the 150 WT WPP showed that a tight coordination between the WTs was possible such that the WTs contributed to a collective WPP response. The ability to produce a collective WPP response is very important, since a positive damping contribution necessitate a certain phase characteristic of the modulated reactive power as found from e.g. modal analysis. Prony analysis showed an increased damping of the dominant power system oscillations with the WPP $\Delta Q$ POD in operation.
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